The Watsons Go to Birmingham by Christopher Paul
Curtis. CD JF CURTIS C
The ordinary interactions and everyday routines of the
Watsons, an African American family living in Flint,
Michigan, are drastically changed after they go to visit
Grandma in Alabama in the summer of 1963.
Hoot by Carl Hiaasen. CD JF HIAASE C
Roy, who is new to his small Florida community,
becomes involved in another boy's attempt to save a
colony of burrowing owls from a proposed construction
site.
Redwall by Brian Jacques. CD JF JACQUE B
When the peaceful life of ancient Redwall Abbey is
shattered by the arrival of the evil rat Cluny and his
villainous hordes, Matthias, a young mouse, determines
to find the legendary sword of Martin the Warrior which,
he is convinced, will help Redwall's inhabitants destroy
the enemy.
A Wrinkle in Time by Madeleine L'Engle.
CD JF LENGLE M
Young Meg Murry, her brother Charles, and their friend
Calvin, embark on a journey through space and time,
assisted by three eccentric women, when they set out to
find Meg's father, a physicist who disappeared while
experimenting with time travel.
Ella Enchanted by Gail Carson Levine.
CD JF LEVINE G
In this novel based on the story of Cinderella, Ella
struggles against the childhood curse that forces her to
obey any order given to her.
Anne of Green Gables by L.M. Montgomery.
CD JF MONTGO L
Anne, an eleven-year-old orphan, is sent by mistake to
live with a lonely, middle-aged brother and sister on a
Prince Edward Island farm and proceeds to make an
indelible impression on everyone around her.

Wonder by R.J. Palacio. CD JF PALACI R
Ten-year-old Auggie Pullman, who was born with
extreme facial abnormalities and was not expected to
survive, goes from being home-schooled to entering fifth
grade at a private middle school in Manhattan.
Hatchet by Gary Paulsen. CD JF PAULSE G
After a plane crash, thirteen-year-old Brian spends fiftyfour days in the Canadian wilderness, learning to survive
with only the aid of a hatchet given him by his mother.
Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone by J.K. Rowling.
CD JF ROWLIN J
Rescued from the outrageous neglect of his aunt and
uncle, a young boy with a great destiny proves his worth
while attending Hogwarts School for Wizards and
Witches.
The Trials of Morrigan Crow by Jessica Townsend.
CD JF TOWNSE J
A cursed child destined to die on her eleventh birthday is
rescued and whisked away to a secret realm called
Nevermoor and given the chance to compete for a place
in a prestigious organization called the Wundrous
Society.
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For All Ages
Nelson Mandela's Favorite African Folktales.
CD J 398.2096 NEL
A collection of traditional stories from different parts of
Africa, featuring varied characters and themes.
A Bear Called Paddington by Michael Bond.
CD JF BOND M
A very small bear found by Mr. and Mrs. Brown at
Paddington stations becomes one of the family.
Flat Stanley Audio Collection by Jeff Brown.
CD JF BROWN J
Contains four stories about Stanley Lambchop, an
ordinary boy who embarks on a series of adventures
after he is flattened by a huge bulletin board.
The Mouse and the Motorcycle by Beverly Cleary.
CD JF CLEARY B
A reckless young mouse named Ralph makes friends
with a boy in room 215 of the Mountain View Inn and
discovers the joys of motorcycling.
The Mercy Watson Collection Volume 1 by Kate
Dicamillo. CD JF DICAMI K
A collection of stories about the Watsons and their
adventurous pet pig, Mercy.
Three Tales of My Father's Dragon by Ruth Stiles
Gannett. CD JF GANNET R
A complilation of three tales which relate the fantastic
adventures of Elmer Elevator and a baby flying dragon
named Boris.
The Princess in Black by Shannon Hale. CD JF HALE S
Who says princesses don't wear black? When trouble
raises its blue monster head, Princess Magnolia ditches
her flouncy dresses and becomes the Princess in Black!
Mrs. Piggle-Wiggle by Betty MacDonald.
CD JF MACDON B
The eccentric Mrs. Piggle-Wiggle issues parents her
marvelous cures for difficult children.

Pippi Longstocking by Astrid Lindgren. CD JF LINDGR A
Relates the escapades of a lucky little girl who lives with
a horse and a monkey at the edge of a Swedish village.
Winnie-the-Pooh by A.A. Milne. CD JF MILNE A
A collection of classic Winnie-the-Pooh stories packed
with everyone's favorite characters: Pooh, Piglet, Eeyore,
Tigger, Kanga, and Christopher Robin.
The Cricket in Times Square by George Selden.
CD JF SELDEN G
Tells the story of a country cricket with unique musical
talents who lands in the middle of New York's Times
Square.
Mary Poppins by P.L. Travers. CD JF TRAVER P
An extraordinary English nanny blows in on the East
Wind with her parrot-headed umbrella and magic
carpetbag and introduces her charges, Jane and Michael,
to some delightful people and experiences.
The Boxcar Children by Gertrude Chandler Warner.
CD JF WARNER G
Four orphans take shelter in an old boxcar during a
storm, and, determined to make it their own, they turn it
into a safe, cozy home.
Little House in the Big Woods by Laura Ingalls Wilder.
CD JF WILDER L
A year in the life of two young girls growing up on the
Wisconsin frontier.

For Ages 8 and Up
Brown Girl Dreaming by Jacqueline Woodson.
CD JB WOODSO JACQUE WOODSO
The author shares her childhood memories and reveals
the first sparks that ignited her writing career in free-verse
poems about growing up in the North and South.
Peter and the Starcatchers by Dave Barry & Ridley
Pearson. CD JF BARRY D
Adventure awaits as the young orphan Peter and his
mates are dispatched to an island ruled by the evil King
Zarboff.
The Penderwicks by Jeanne Birdsall. CD JF BIRDSA J
While vacationing with their widowed father in the
Berkshire Mountains, four lovable sisters, ages four
through twelve, share adventures with a local boy, much
to the dismay of his snobbish mother.
The Wild Robot by Peter Brown. CD JF BROWN P
Roz the robot discovers that she is alone on a remote,
wild island with no memory of where she is from or why
she is there, and her only hope of survival is to try to
learn about her new environment from the island's hostile
inhabitants.
Artemis Fowl by Eoin Colfer. CD JF COLFER E
When a twelve-year-old evil genius tries to restore his
family fortune by capturing a fairy and demanding a
ransom in gold, the fairies fight back with magic,
technology, and a particularly nasty troll.
Gregor the Overlander by Suzanne Collins.
CD JF COLLIN S
When eleven-year-old Gregor and his two-year-old sister
are pulled into a strange underground world, they trigger
an epic battle involving men, bats, rats, cockroaches, and
spiders while on a quest foretold by ancient prophecy.

